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We report on a dramatic flux ( 50% increase in the LECS and MECS band) and spectral variation
between two BeppoSAX observations of the Circinus Galaxy performed almost three years apart. Through
the analysis of all Chandra observations available in the archive, including a new DDT observation on
May 2001, we show that a high flux state of an extremely variable Ultra Luminous X-ray source [CG X-
1: ][]Bauer01, which is within the adopted BeppoSAX source extraction region of 2, is the most likely
explanation for most of the observed variation. However, the presence of a high flux 6.7 keV line and the
spectral variation of the PDS in the new BeppoSAX data could be partly due to intrinsic variation of the
nucleus. Comparing the longest Chandra observation and the BeppoSAX one, we nd that the long-term
flux variability of CG X-1 is not accompanied by a signicant spectral variability. We also re-analysed the
Chandra HEG nuclear spectra and report on the presence of a Compton shoulder with a flux of about 20%
the line core, in agreement with theoretical expectations for Compton-thick matter.
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Introduction
The Circinus Galaxy hosts one of the closest (3.8 Mpc) and X-ray brightest (F2−10 keV  1.5  10−11
erg cm−2 s−1) Seyfert 2. The detailed HST images clearly reveal a compact (< 2 pc) active nucleus seen
through high obscuration, surrounded by extended and complex structures wil00.
The rst X-ray observation was performed during the ROSAT All Sky Survey brink94. A reflection
dominated spectrum was revealed by ASCA, together with a prominent neutral iron Kα line and a number of
other lines from lighter elements Matt96. The BeppoSAX observation added a precious piece of information,
detecting the direct nuclear emission above 10 keV, absorbed at lower energies by a Compton{thick (41024
cm−2) material, usually identied with the torus envisaged in unication models Matt99, Guainazzi99.
The line spectrum above  2 keV clearly originates from low ionized matter Matt96,net98,sako00. It
was shown that it is fully compatible with reflection from the inner surface of a mildly ionized torus, the same
matter likely responsible for the absorption of the nuclear radiation: this interpretation leads to an estimate
of the inner radius of the torus of  0.2 pc bmi01. The spectrum below  2 keV is probably contaminated
by an extended emission and/or o-nuclear sources within ASCA and BeppoSAX extraction regions.
This scenario was basically conrmed by Chandra. Two dierent regions are clearly observed: one
compact and spatially unresolved (<15 pc) which corresponds to the nucleus, where the reflection spectrum
and the iron line is produced; the other, extended over about 50 pc, where most of the soft emission is
produced Sambruna01a,Sambruna01b. Furthermore, a number of o-nuclear sources were detected, mostly
concentrated within 2 of the nucleus sw01,Bauer01,Sambruna01a: at least one of them is likely to have
contaminated ASCA and SAX observations during its high flux states (see below).
In this paper we report on a dramatic flux and spectral variation detected in a second BeppoSAX
observation of the Circinus Galaxy performed on January 2001, almost three years later than the rst one.
In order to discriminate between a nuclear variation and the contamination of an o{nuclear source, we will
make extensive use of all Chandra observations available in the archive, together with unpublished Director’s
Discretionary Time (DDT) data taken on May 2001. We adopt the names after Bauer01 (from now on B01)
for the two sources discussed in this paper, CG X-1 (α2000 = 14h13m12.s3, δ2000 = −652013) and CG X-2
(α2000 = 14h13m10.s0, δ2000 = −652044).
Observations and data reduction
ROSAT
The Circinus Galaxy was observed once by ROSAT /PSPC in 1990 within the All-Sky Survey [e.g.
1
][]vbd96. Later on, it was observed ve times by ROSAT /HRI (see Table rosat). Event les were downloaded
from the HEASARC archive and analysed with HEAsoft 5.1.
BeppoSAX
The Circinus Galaxy was observed for the rst time by BeppoSAX Boella97 on 1998 March 24 and then
again on 2001 January 7. Data from the rst observation are discussed by Guainazzi99 and Matt99: we
defer the reader to these papers for details.
Data from three instruments (LECS, MECS and PDS) aboard BeppoSAX will be discussed here. The
MECS works in the 1-10 keV energy band, with an energy resolution of ’ 8% and an angular resolution of
’ 0.7 arcmin (FWHM) at 6 keV. The LECS covers a larger energy band, extending down to 0.1 keV, with
characteristics similar to the MECS in the overlapping band. The PDS is a passively collimated detector
with a eld of view of approximately 1.5x1.5 degrees, working in the range 13-200 keV. The eective exposure
times of the 2001 observation were 2.7 104 s (LECS), 5.2 104 s (MECS) and 3.8 104 s (PDS).
As discussed in detail in Matt99, there is a second bright source within 5 from the Circinus Galaxy in
the LECS and MECS images. Following Matt99, we avoided contamination from this source extracting data
for the LECS and the MECS in a conservative radius of 2 centered on Circinus. A smaller radius implies a
large fraction of lost photons: for 1.5, a 20% loss of the total counts is measured in the MECS. A background
was created using blank sky spectra from the same region for the detector eld of view and then subtracted.
PDS data have been reduced following the standard procedures described in Matt97. The resulting net count
rates are shown in Table saxcount. Data were reduced with HEAsoft 5.1 and spectra analysed with Xspec
11.1.0.
table*
saxcountNet count rates and fluxes for the two BeppoSAX observations.
center tabularlllll LECS (10−2) MECS (10−1) PDS Flux 2-10 keV (cgs)
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